Introduction
In a hard real-time system, tasks are required to produce logically correct results within given timing constraints. If the system is to operate in a dynamic environment, transient overloading conditions may occur in which make impossible to guarantee that all tasks complete within their deadline. A possible approach to cope with the problem consists in rejecting non mandatory tasks or accepting their anticipate termination, so as to allow the system to work in a degraded, but still correct manner, trading quality of service (QoS) for timeliness. This is said flexible computation.
In the dynamic acceptance approach processes are distinguished as mandatory or optional [1] [2] [3] . Mandatory processes must always be served, whereas optional processes are launched only if they can run to the end within the deadline. The scheduling problem consists in determining which are the optional processes that can be accepted without causing any previously guaranteed task to fail. Decision on task acceptance can be done either statically or dynamically. In the Spring kernel [4] , acceptance decisions are made dynamically on a euristic basis. This guarantees an upper bound on decision complexity by accepting suboptimal decisions that may lead to rejection of a process that could had been served. In a recent paper [5] , a mixed static/dynamic strategy has been proposed which predicts possible failures deriving from dynamic acceptance by combining on-line tracking of system events with a compact representation of the state space derived in a previous off-line analysis.
In the imprecise computation approach, processes are assumed to be monotone [6] [7] [8] [9] , so that the accuracy of their intermediate results never decreases with execution time. A process is divided into a mandatory and an optional part. It is assumed that, if a task is terminated before completion, the intermediate result is usable as long as the mandatory part has been completed [6] . If also the optional part comes to conclusion the result is said to be precise. In [6] and [8] bounds are given for estimating the average error referring to the case of independent processes, with different scheduling policies. Imprecise computation supports the achievement of graceful degradation, but it may be not applicable in several cases where computations are not monotone by their nature.
In performance polymorphism approach, each function is implemented in multiple versions [2] . All versions perform the same task, differing in the amount of time and resource consumed and in the accuracy of produced results, thus allowing different levels of QoS without imposing any constraints on the structure of the tasking set. As a major difference with respect to imprecise computations, polymorphism requires that the scheduler be able to predict, at run time, which is the best quality version of each function that can be safely scheduled.
In this paper, we introduce a description and verification approach which increases the expressiveness of Time Petri Nets (TPNs) [10] [11] [5] and permits to model a real time system with flexible scheduling capabilities and to predict its timed behavior. In the extended model, that we call AdaptiveTPN, static firing intervals of transitions depend on the marking of the net, thus enabling representation of functions which adapt their quality of service and their duration to the dynamic state of the system. State space analysis of the model, extends the results presented in [5] , supporting exhaustive prediction of the time needed to complete critical functions, and permitting automatic identification of loading conditions which determine the reduction of the quality of produced results.
The rest of the paper is organized in three sections. In Sect.2.1, syntax and semantics of AdaptiveTPNs are introduced and their analysis methods are briefly sketched by referring the reader to [5] . In Sect.3 AdaptiveTPNs are applied to model both dynamic acceptance and polymorphic scheduling systems, and the results of the analysis are discussed. Conclusions are drawn in Sect.4.
Adaptive Time Petri Net

Syntax
An Adaptive Time Petri Net (AdaptiveTPN) is a tuple
• The first six members basically correspond to the basic model of Petri Nets [12] .
P and T are disjoint sets of places and transitions, respectively.
A − , A + , and A · are sets of precondition, postcondition and inhibitor arcs connecting places and transitions:
A place p is said to be an input, an output or an inhibiting place for a transition t if there exists a precondition, a postcondition or an inhibitor arc connecting p and t, respectively.
M is a marking , associating each place with a natural number:
• F I is a function associating each transition t with an earliest and a latest firing time. As opposed to Time Petri Nets [13] [10] where the firing interval is a constant, in AdaptiveTPNs the firing interval depends on the marking M :
• T T F is a function associating each transition with a (possibly infinite) time to fire:
Similar to TPNs, AdaptiveTPNs are conveniently represented as a bipartite graph where: places and transitions are drawn as circles and bars, respectively; pre and postcondition arcs are drawn as directed edges from places to transitions and viceversa; inhibitor arcs are drawn as edges terminated by a bullet; the marking is represented by tokens within places; firing intervals are annotated close to their corresponding transitions, while the time to fire is usually not represented. However, there is a slight difference in the graphical representation of TPNs and AdaptiveTPNs: in the latter, transitions are explicitly annotated with the dependency of firing intervals from the marking.
Semantic
The net state evolves dynamically according to a transition rule made up of three clauses of enabledness, progress and firing.
• Enabledness: A transition t is enabled if each of its input places contains at least one token and none of the places connected to it through an inhibitor arc contains any token.
• Progress: A transition t o is firable if its time to fire T T F (t o ) is not higher than the time to fire of any other enabled transition:
• Firing: When a firable transition t o fires, the net changes through the following three steps:
1) a token is removed from each of the input places of
2) a token is added to each of the output places of t o ;
3) the time to fire of each the transition t enabled after step 2) is updated. This occurs in a different manner whether t is persistent, i.e. it is enabled by the temporary marking after step 1 and before step 2, or it is newly enabled, i.e. it is enabled after step 2 but not after step 1:
if t is persistent its time to fire is reduced by the value of the time to fire T T
F (t o ) of the fired transition t o in the initial state (T T F (t) = T T F (t) − T T F (t o ));
if t is newly enabled its time to fire takes an undeterministic value within the firing interval associated with the marking obtained after step 2 ( If transition t is still enabled after its own firing, it is always regarded as newly enabled. This means that AdaptiveTPNs ignore the problem of multiple enabledness [10] .
Analysis
The state of an AdaptiveTPN depends not only on the marking but also on timers associated with transitions. While markings are discrete, timers take values in a dense space. To obtain a discretely enumerable reachability relation, the state space must be partitioned into equivalence classes collecting states with a common marking and timers ranging within a dense set.
In [10] and [5] , with reference to the base model of TPNs, this is obtained using firing domains, which collect the set of states resulting from the different feasible timings of a common execution sequence. This provides a compact partitioning of the state space in which the change of firing domain occurs at the firing of a transition but not at the advancement of time.
The same methods can be extended in a quite straightforward manner to enumerate a set of state classes covering the state space of an AdaptiveTPN. The difference with respect to [5] affects the treatment of constraints applied to newly enabled transitions, but not the way in which timing constraints are updated for persistent transitions, which is indeed the major factor of complexity of the analysis.
The graph of state classes resulting from the enumeration can then be analyzed to solve timed reachability problems and to evaluate the time elapsed between any two events within an execution sequence [10] [5].
Analysis has been carried out within ORIS environment, a comprehensive framework developed at our department. ORIS provides a friendly graphic user interface for introducing and editing TPNs, as well as for presentation of results, developed in Java. It includes a computation engine for performing enumerative analysis developed in C++ [11] [5].
An Example
We consider a system composed of three processes P 1 , P 2 and P 3 which concur for three non pre-emptable resources R 0 , R 1 and R 2 . While P 1 and P 2 are mandatory, P 3 can be rejected (see Fig. 2) . P 1 is a periodic process with a period of 9 time units and a maximum jitter of 1 time unit; it is composed of two steps: the first requires resource R 0 and has an execution time between 2 and 3 time units; the second requires also resource R 1 and has an execution time between 1 and 2 time units, for a total execution time between 3 and 5 time units. The deadline, not represented in the picture, is assumed to be coincident with the period (i.e. equal to 9 time units).
Process P 2 is sporadic with minimum interarrival time of 10 time units; it is composed of a single step which requires resources R 0 and R 2 , its execution time is between 1 and 2 time units. The deadline is assumed be equal to the minimum interarrival time of 10 time units.
Process P 3 is sporadic with minimum interarrival time of 6 time units. It requires resources R 1 and R 2 and an execution time between 1 and 2 time units. The deadline is assumed be equal to the minimum interarrival time of 6 time units. Fig.2 reports a model of the system using only the expressive capabilities of TPNs. Resources R 0 , R 1 , R 2 are modeled by places p 0 , p 1 , and p 2 , respectively.
Modeling with TPNs
Process P 1 is modeled by the sequence of transitions t 10 through t 15 : transition t 10 releases tasks periodically; t 11 is the jitter on the release time; t 12 acquires resource R 0 ; t 13 executes the first step; t 14 acquires resource R 1 ; and t 15 executes the second step and releases R 0 and R 1 .
Process P 2 is modeled in a similar manner by the sequence of transitions, t 20 through t 22 . Note that transition t 20 has a latest firing time LF T equal to ∞ so as to model sporadic task releases having a minimum but not a maximum interarrival time.
Process P 3 is represented by transitions t 30 through t 34 . The switch between t 31 and t 32 accounts for the decision on rejection or acceptance of a task, respectively. Modeling capabilities of TPNs require that this decision be represented as an undeterministic choice. In the analysis stage, enumeration of the state space will cover all behaviors resulting form each of the different results of the choice. Analysis of the model produces a graph of 5870 state classes containing 6529 traces for process P 1 . Analysis of this set of traces reveals that, in 79 cases, process P 1 has a completion time of 10 time units, late on the due deadline (9 time units). This kind of failure occurs when both the two sporadic processes P 2 and P 3 release their tasks with minimum inter-arrival time and all the tasks released by process P 3 are accepted (i.e. the rejection transition t 31 is always undertaken by transition t 32 ).
On the other hand, no traces in the class graph produce a failure if all the tasks of P 3 are rejected (i.e. the graph does not contain any failing trace which does not contain the acceptance transition t 32 ).
This means that the system is able to meet its deadlines provided that only a subset of the tasks released by P 3 are accepted. However, the TPN model is not expressive enough to represent the conditions that must drive the decision on the acceptance.
Modeling with AdaptiveTPNs
In the next two subsections, we show how AdaptiveTPNs permit to extend the model of Fig.2 managing the tasks of process P 3 according to deterministic strategies following dynamic acceptance or polymorphic performance approaches. In both cases, state space analysis permits to validate specified strategies by verifying that they are able to guarantee the deadlines of all accepted tasks.
Dynamic Discard Strategy
To implement the strategy, the firing intervals of transitions t 32 and t 31 (driving acceptance and rejection of the tasks of process P 3 ) are made dependent on the marking of the net. Specifically, firing interval functions are defined so as to force rejection of a new task released by P 3 iff: (a) the acceptance produces an immediate conflict on the acquisition of resources R 1 or R 2 ; or (b) the previous task released by P 3 has not completed yet. In terms of the marking of the net, this condition occurs iff at least one token is present in any of the places p 20 , p 13 , p 31 , or p 32 . When this conditions holds, the firing intervals of transitions t 31 and t 32 are set equal to [0, 0] and [1, 1] , respectively, so that t 31 will certainly fire first, thus rejecting the new task released by the firing of t 30 . An opposite setting forces the execution of t 32 when the rejection condition does not hold. Note that, in so doing, the value of firing intervals are used to implicitly model a dynamic priority level for transitions t 31 and t 32 . The related timings for the AdaptiveTPNs model are in Fig.3 . The analysis of the modified AdaptiveTPN model is carried out by applying the method developed in [5] , which builds the reachability graph and then derives execution traces with their exact timing. In this case, the analysis produces a graph with 4261 state classes containing 3105 execution traces for process P 1 , which always meet the deadline. Analysis of firings for transitions t 31 and t 32 indicates 274 cases in which the task of P 3 is accepted and 131 in which it is rejected. Tasks of P 2 and accepted tasks for P 3 always meet their deadline.
It is interesting to note that the analysis of the modified AdaptiveTPN model produces less state classes than the original TPN model. This depends on the capability of AdaptiveTPNs to rule out a subset of behaviors (including, in particular, those resulting in system failures).
Polymorphic Functions
Following a polymorphic approach, tasks of process P 3 can always be accepted but served with different quality depending on the current system workload.
In this case, the TPN model of Fig.2 is modified by removing the rejection transition t 31 and by associating transition t 34 with a firing interval changing with the marking, so that the latest firing time decreases when the marking of the net reveals a (potential) overloading condition.
Specifically, as shown in the fragment of the AdaptiveTPN model of Fig.4 , the AdaptiveTPN model selects two mutually exclusive timings for transition t 34 . This captures the variation in the time spent to serve two different polymorphic versions, referred to as high and low quality, of the function implemented by the tasks of process P 3 .
In this case, the scheduling polymorphic scheduling strategy consists in selecting the low qualityversion whenever processes P 1 or P 2 are blocked or may be blocked soon on resources R 1 and R 2 . In terms of the net marking, this condition corresponds to the presence of at least one token in any of the places p 12 , p 13 , p 20 .
It may be noted that the condition used to detect the system overload is slightly different with respect to that applied in the previous section to represent a dynamic acceptance strategy. This depends on the fact that, while the decision on the rejection of a task must be performed at the time of its release, the selection of its version in a polymorphic approach can be performed after resources have already been acquired, and can thus rely on a more fine information on the loading conditions of the system. The analysis of AdaptiveTPN model produces a reachability graph with 21952 state classes. The graph contains 18339 execution traces for process P 1 , which always meet the due deadline. Identification of firings for transition t 34 indicates 735 conditions in which P 3 is executed in high quality, and 1016 in which it is reduced to the low qualityversion.
It may be noted that the reachability graph contains many more state classes than the graph of the initial TPN model. This depends on the fact that polymorphic performance scheduling adds feasible behaviors. This has an opposite effect with respect to the dynamic acceptance strategy which rules out failing behaviors.
Conclusion
AdaptiveTPNs extend the model of Time Petri Nets [10] [5] by allowing firing times be dependent on the marking. According to this, a newly enabled transition takes a time within an interval computed as a function of the marking of the net at the enabling time. This enables modeling of systems adapting their behavior to operating workload conditions.
In this paper, we have shown with an example how AdaptiveTPNs can be used to model and analyze hard realtime systems using dynamic acceptance and/or polymorphic performance scheduling strategies. As a salient trait, the proposed approach permits to specify a strategy which adapts the management of flexible tasks in reaction to dynamic workload condition, and permits to predict since the static time whether the specified strategy will be able to avoid any failure in the timing of the system. The complexity of the analysis is in the same order with standard TPNs in spite of the increased expressiveness of AdaptiveTPNs.
